
 

Light up Teesdale lantern template 

One simple design – candles lantern 

 

1. Tear up your favourite light tissue paper into small pieces to cover the jar. Small pieces help 

them go on the jar and put some glue the jar first, then put the tissue paper onto the jar and 

paste over with glue. 

2. Overlap the pieces and take time with this – care pays off as the tissue paper is thin so you 

need to be gentle. 

3. Cover the sides of the jar but do not go over the rim. Once you have papered the sides, put 

the jar on its head and cover the bottom with small pieces of tissue paper.  

4. Once covered, choose your candle colour – a darker tissue paper will stand out. Cut or tear 

the tissue paper into candle shapes – they do not need to match. Different widths and 

heights look good but make sure the candle isn’t too tall for the jar and that there is space 

for the orange and red tissue paper for the flame. 

5. Gently paste glue where you’d like your candles – put the candle tissue paper on and paste 

over with glue. Place all the candles around your jar.  

6. Cut little thin pieces of black tissue paper for wicks and stick these onto the candles. 

7. Tear red and orange tissue paper into flame shapes. Place these on each candle. 

Overlapping looks good! 

Once complete, please wait to dry before putting your tealight into the jar and seeing how it looks. 

Please put something under the jar to protect a shelf below as this may get hot when the candle 

burns down. 

 

Candles can look like this: 

Wicks: I I I I 



 

Flames: Tear the orange and red into random flame-like shapes!  

For more information, contact TCR Hub Family Activities Co-ordinator Sarah Gent at 

sarah.tcrhub@gmail.com or call TCR Hub at 01833 690150. 

Thanks to #NationalLottery players for making this project possible. We’re providing people with 

free materials and the inspiration to showcase our amazing community thanks to #NationalLottery 

funding. 
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